H·(H2O)n clusters: microsolvation of the hydrogen atom via molecular ab initio gradient embedded genetic algorithm (GEGA).
A new version of the ab initio gradient embedded genetic algorithm (GEGA) program for finding the global minima on the potential energy surface (PES) of mixed clusters formed by molecules and atoms is reported. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated on the neutral H·(H(2)O)(n) (n = 1-4) clusters, that is, a radical H atom solvated in 1-4 water molecules. These clusters are of a fundamental interest. The solvated hydrogen atom forms during photochemical events in water, or during scavenging of solvated electrons by acids, and transiently exists in biological systems and possibly in inclusion complexes in the deep ocean and in the ice shield of earth. The processes associated with its existence are intriguingly complex, however, and have been the subject of decades-long debates. Using GEGA, we explicate the apparently extreme structural diversity in the H·(H(2)O)(n) (n = 1-4) clusters. All considered clusters have four basic structural types: type I, where the H radical is weakly coordinated to the oxygen atom of one of the water molecules; type II, where H is weakly coordinated to a H atom of one of the water molecules; type III, consisting of H(2), the OH radical, and n - 1 H(2)O molecules; and type IV, consisting of H(3)O and n - 1 H(2)O. There are myriads of isomers of all four types. The lowest energy species of types I and II are the isoenergetic global minima. H·(H(2)O)(n) clusters appear to be a challenging case for GEGA because they have many shallow minima close in energy some of which are significantly less stable than the global minimum. Additionally, the global minima themselves have high structural degeneracy, they are only weakly bound, and they are prone to dissociation. GEGA performed exceptionally well in finding both the global and the low-energy local minima that were subsequently confirmed at higher levels of theory.